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Hyperspy: 
a Python toolbox for 
(hyper)spectroscopy

ABSTRACT
We use fully energy-filtered X-ray photoemission electron microscopy to analyze the spatial distribution of the silicon sub-oxide structure at the SiO2/Si 
interface as a function of underlying doping pattern. A native oxide layer was present during the analysis. The data was acquired in spectrum imaging 
mode, ie.: a sequence of energy filtered images is recorded so that spectra can be extracted for each pixel of the image stack. Using a spectroscopic 
pixel-by-pixel curve fitting analysis, we obtain the sub-oxide binding energies and intensity distributions over the full field of view. Binding energy maps 
for each oxidation state are obtained with a spatial resolution of 120 nm. The experimental data are used to obtain quantitative maps of the sub-oxide 
layer thickness and also their spatial distribution over the p–n junctions. 

Sample Experimental DesignResults at a glance

Find out more: 

Intensity and Binding energy:
From pixel by pixel fitting to maps

Thickness profiles

Summary
Hyperspy proved to be suitable of 

 Instrumental artefact correction

 Pixel-by-pixel curve fitting with multi-component model

 Binding energy and Intensity Mapping

 Calculated thickness mapping

P doped oxide is always thicker than N doped. 

P+/N shows little dependence while N+/P− has bigger oxide thickness 

variation. N+ is the most abrupt interface. 
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Spectrum from a selected area and its 
decomposition in silicon sub-oxides.

Reconstructed depth profile of 
silicon oxides. 

Full field chemical imaging of buried native sub-oxide layers on doped silicon patterns
F. de la Peña et al., Surface Science 604 (2010) 1628–1636. doi:10.1016/j.susc.2010.06.006

Spatially resolved, energy-filtered imaging of core level and valence band photoemission of highly p and n doped silicon patterns
N. Barrett et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21 (2009) 314015. doi:10.1088/0953-8984/21/31/314015

Thickness Maps

Hyperspy has been developed as a tool to facilitate
hyperspectral data analysis. Specifically, it provides easy
access to multidimensional curve fitting, peak analysis and
machine learning algorithms, as well as a viewing framework
for navigating data and reading and writing capabilities for
some popular hyperspectral formats.

http://www.hyperspy.org Sample N+/P−: Binding Energy maps

Sample P+/N:  Binding Energy maps

CIPO beamline
ELETTRA synchrotron (Trieste, Italy)
Photon energy: 127 eV.
Energy resolution was 0.42 eV, 
Spatial resolution of 120 nm.

NanoESCA  XPEEM system
Omicron Nanotechnology

Data correction
Intensity mapping:

Vignetting free
Energy mapping: 
Isochromaticity

Also: Background removal in each pixel
Photon beam flux decay from electron beam current monitor.

Sample P+/N:  Component Intensity

Sample N+/P−: Component Intensity
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By fitting each pixel of the 
dataset it is possible to map the 
binding energy of each silicon-

sub-oxide and to map the 
intensity of each component. 

Average Binding energy of each region

A 5 layer model is used to calculate the 
thickness of each sub-oxide. 

The samples consisted of 
two-dimensional doped 
patterns implanted into 

silicon with a native oxide 
layer. One region is 

heavily doped while the 
other is lightly doped. 
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